Abstract-We investigate using dual time-point PET data to perform Patlak modeling. This approach can be used for whole body dynamic PET studies in which we compute voxel-wise estimates of Patlak parameters using two frames of data for each bed position. Our approach directly uses list-mode arrival times for each event to estimate the Patlak parametric image. We use a penalized likelihood method in which the penalty function uses spatially variant weighting to ensure a count independent local impulse response. We evaluate performance of the method in comparison to fractional changes in SUV values (%DSUV) between the two frames using Cramer Rao analysis and Monte Carlo simulation. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are used to compare performance in differentiating tumors relative to background based on the dynamic data sets. Using area under the ROC curve as a performance metric, we show superior performance of Patlak relative to %DSUV over a range of dynamic data sets and parameters. These results suggest that Patlak analysis may be appropriate for analysis of dual time-point whole body PET data and could lead to superior detection of tumors relative to %DSUV metrics.
I. INTRODUCTION

P
OSITRON emission tomography (PET) is a powerful technique for staging cancer and assessing response to therapy. Whole body FDG ( -Fludeoxyglucose) imaging is among the most common clinical protocols in which the patient is stepped through the scanner so that a 3-D volumetric image of the whole body can be reconstructed. These "static" images represent accumulated tracer uptake at the time of scanning (typically 1 h postinjection) and are of clinical value for detection and semiquantitative analysis of primary tumors and metastatic lesions. However, static PET imaging does not exploit the full potential of this inherently dynamic modality. An alternative approach is to acquire data continuously from the time the tracer is administered and to then fit a kinetic model [1] . These models allow us to represent tracer uptake in terms of quantitative rate parameters which have the potential for improved tumor characterization compared to more widely used semi-quantitative measures such as the standardized uptake value (SUV) [2] . Standard whole body and dynamic imaging protocols are inconsistent with each other since one requires imaging at multiple positions while the other requires acquisition of complete dynamic data at a single position. In this paper we develop an image estimation approach that could be used for dynamic whole body imaging. To achieve this goal we use the Patlak method [3] , a simplified kinetic model for irreversibly bound tracers such as FDG, and we estimate the parameters of this model from partial dynamic data consisting of short frames of data acquired over two disjoint observation periods. Whole body data can then be acquired at two different time points for each bed position and the Patlak model fitted separately for each bed position. The resulting images can then be stitched together to form a quantitative whole body dynamic image.
Dynamic models are frequently fit to a sequence of reconstructed images with one set of parameters computed for data averaged over a user selected region of interest. An alternative approach, and that adopted here, is to directly fit the data to a kinetic model at each voxel in the image. This idea was first proposed by Snyder [4] in 1984. Since then several maximum likelihood [5] - [7] and penalized ML [8] , [9] methods have been described for this purpose. The rate parameters in these kinetic models are nonlinearly related to the data and result in nonconvex optimization problems. Furthermore, the relatively high dimensionality of the search space (four per voxel for the two compartment model typically used for FDG) can result in instability of the estimates and high computation cost, limiting the use of these direct estimators.
The simplified Patlak model, applicable when tracers are irreversibly trapped in the second compartment ( ), uses an approximation that models the measured time activity curve in steady state as a weighted sum of the input function and its integral. The weights are referred to respectively as the Patlak slope and intercept. The slope in particular is a physiologically meaningful quantity representing the net transfer rate or influx constant and could be used in place of SUV values as a biomarker. For example, Graham et al. [10] found that Patlak slope is a better predictor of outcome and a better discriminator between normal tissue and tumor than SUV after comparing them in a 0278-0062 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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group of 40 patients with colon cancer metastasized to the liver. We note that the Patlak approximation is only valid for irreversible trapping, which is not always the case for FDG. For example, Iozzo et al. [11] show nonzero in liver. However, in practice the Patlak model is frequently and effectively used in studies of tumor viability.
Wang et al. [12] described a penalized ML method for voxelwise reconstruction of Patlak parameters using a preconditioned conjugate gradient method applied to a sequence of frames. We developed an alternative penalized ML approach that uses list-mode rather than binned data [13] . In that case, as in the current paper, we used an incremental gradient algorithm originally developed for nonparametric dynamic imaging with a B-spline temporal basis [14] . Here, we investigate a modified version of this algorithm that uses list-mode data from two acquisition frames. Preliminary versions of this work were reported in [13] and [15] .
The concept of using two-pass whole body scans is not new, but has been extensively studied in the context of SUV values. These studies look at changes in SUV value between two acquisition frames, typically expressed as percent fractional difference:
. By using fractional changes, these measures become invariant to the scaling by dose and body-weight used in standard SUV. For this reason %DSUV reflects only dynamic changes in uptake and is robust to the uncertainties governing the relationship between FDG uptake and patient weight that make standard SUV values only semi-quantitative. Alkhawaldeh et al. [16] found that dual timepoint FDG-PET can improve diagnostic accuracy relative to standard single frame SUV, increasing sensitivity and specificity for malignant lung nodules diagnostic, especially for small lung lesions that have low SUVs. Prieto et al. [17] showed that dual time-point FDG PET can improve sensitivity for the identification and volume delineation of high-grade brain tumors compared with standard PET studies. Hu et al. [18] reported that for mediastinal nodal staging, the specificity, accuracy, and positive predictive value of dual time-point scans were better than those of single-time-point by adding extra %DSUV information. Zhuang et al. [19] and Kumar et al. [20] found that malignant lesions showed a significant increase in SUV over time, while benign lesions showed a decrease. As a result, %DSUV can have advantages over SUV in differentiating malignant from benign lesions. However, negative results have also been reported: Cloran et al. [21] reported that dual time-point FDG-PET may not be of benefit in the assessment of pulmonary nodules with maximum SUV of less than 2.5 on initial imaging. Chan et al. [22] suggested that dual time-point FDG-PET does not improve the overall evaluation of pulmonary lesions. In the studies presented below we perform comparisons between our Patlak based method and %DSUV since both can make use of identical dual time-point data.
Recently, Karakatsanis [23] , [24] proposed a clinical protocol for wholebody Patlak estimation composed of an initial 6 min dynamic scan over the heart followed by a sequence of PET scans (6-pass 7 bed position each). The Patlak image estimate is obtained by applying a hybrid linear regression model to the temporal static images. Their work also aims at the quantification of tracer dynamics with the Patlak model, with results indicating the advantage of Patlak modeling over SUV. This differs from our approach, both in the use of multiple bed frames per bed position and in the estimation of Patlak images from reconstructed static images. The use of multiple frames per bed position may limit the practical utility of this approach.
The paper is organized as follows: we first introduce the list-model Patlak model and image reconstruction methods in Sections II-A1 and II-A2. We then derive an expression for the Cramer Rao bounds on the Patlak parameters in Section II-B. The problem of ensuring count-independent resolution in the penalized ML images is addressed in Section II-C. Results presented in Section III include Cramer Rao analysis (Section III-A) and lesion detectability studies (Section III-B) for a simplified single detector pair/single voxel model. In Section III-C we present a volumetric imaging simulation and comparison with %DSUV and demonstrate the performance of our count-independent resolution method in Section III-D. We conclude with a discussion of the performance of the method and its extensions to processing of clinical whole body data in Section IV.
II. METHOD
In this section we first formulate our Patlak approach using penalized maximum likelihood estimation from list-mode PET data. We then derive the Cramer Rao bound for an unbiased estimator of the Patlak parameters, which provides a quick means to investigate lower bounds on the variance of the estimator as a function of the parameters of the acquisition protocol. Using this result we can compare the best-case performance of our list-mode algorithm with alternatives including sinogram-based Patlak estimation and lesion detection using %DSUV. Finally we derive a spatially-variant weighting penalty that enforces count independent resolution in the reconstructed Patlak images. Use of this weighting ensures that the resolution of the Patlak slope and intercept are matched, and also that resolution does not vary across the image due to spatial variation in activity. Using the algorithm and analysis developed in this section we are then able to investigate the performance of dual time-point Patlak estimation under a range of conditions and in comparison to the alternative approaches of sinogram-based estimation and %DSUV. . We can write the Patlak equation as [12] , [13] ( 1) where is the net influx rate or slope parameter, and is the intercept of the Patlak model. Our goal is to compute estimates of and at each voxel in the source space from list-mode data.
Using the Patlak model, we can represent the rate function at voxel after steady state as a linear combination of two basis functions and (2) where , , , . We note that since the basis function is the integral of , the two functions will always be linearly independent. The rate function in the measured sinogram space at line of response (LOR) can be written as (3) where the exponential term accounts for radioactive decay of the tracer with half-life ; is the probability of an event at voxel being detected at detector pair ; and is the number of voxels. The additional terms and denote, respectively, the randoms and scattered coincidence rate functions. This formulation is the same as that used in our earlier work on continuous time reconstruction from list-mode data [25] except that here we use the input function and its integral rather than cubic b-splines as the temporal basis. In the following we use a factored system model for based on a product of attenuation factors, normalization, geometric response, and a Monte Carlo model of the detector response as described in [26] . We assume that random and scatter rate functions are estimated prior to image reconstruction and that they are separable into spatial and temporal factors as described in [25] .
Assuming we have continuous list-mode data over time interval and the arrival times in the list-mode data follow an inhomogeneous Poisson model, the continuous time log-likelihood function of event arrival times is given by (4) where denotes the arrival time of the 'th photon at detector pair , is the number of events detected in LOR , and is the total number of LORs. In the case when we collect data over two subintervals and we have (5) where the are constrained to those events detected in the intervals and . In principal we can use this formulation to investigate behavior for a single frame or for an arbitrarily large number. However, our goal in this work is to focus on a practical approach to whole body dynamic imaging so we consider only the two frame case. Two frame data could be acquired using similar protocols now used for %DSUV methods in which the patient is scanned twice in each bed position.
2) Patlak Image Estimation: To compute images of the Patlak slope and intercept parameters we regularize the log-likelihood function with a quadratic spatial penalty function (6) where is a length vector containing the Patlak slope and intercept image values for each voxel;
is indexed by voxel index , and basis ,2 (for slope and intercept, respectively).
is a matrix that computes the weighted squared pairwise difference between each voxel and its 26 nearest neighbors separately for both slope and intercept images.
The spatial penalty for our problem can be written as (7) where the weights can either 1) define a shift invariant penalty by setting them equal to the inverse of the Euclidean distance between the two voxels, or 2) be precomputed from the data to ensure count independent resolution in the Patlak slope and intercept image as we describe below in Section II-C.
This formulation is very similar to that described in our work on list-mode based reconstruction of continuous time dynamic images [25] , with the main difference being the use of the Patlak basis functions in place of a cubic b-spline basis. Consequently, we can compute solutions using the same numerical optimization procedure. Here we use the 4D incremental gradient method we describe in [14] . This algorithm iterates over subsets of data in such a way as to ensure convergence to a maximum of in (6) . The update equation for this algorithm has the form (8) where denotes the iteration number, denotes the subiteration number, denotes the th sub-objective function, is a diagonal preconditioning matrix, and is a projection operator used to ensure convergence to a local maximum. Unlike the full parametric model, the Patlak formulation results in a concave cost function so that any local maximum is a global maximum. We refer readers to the details in [14] for a complete description of the algorithm and update equations.
B. The Cramer Rao Lower Bound
To gain insight into the potential performance of this approach from the perspective of estimating Patlak parameters from limited data, we computed Cramer Rao lower bounds (CRLBs) on these parameters. While we give the general expression for the CRLBs below, in Section III we explore the bounds only for the simplified case of a single LOR and a single voxel. In that case, a spatial penalty is not required to obtain a stable estimate so that we might expect that bounds computed from the unpenalized log likelihood will reflect the actual variances seen in our estimators. We will examine the bias and variance of the estimator further in Section III using Monte Carlo simulation.
The CRLB provides a lower bound on the variance of any unbiased estimator of the Patlak parameters. The bounds are found from the inverse of the Fisher information matrix (FIM) defined as (9) where and are voxel indexes, and and are the indexes of the basis functions ( ). Rather than directly derive the closed-form CRLB for the list-mode likelihood (5), as we do in [15] , we instead use the bin-mode likelihood approximation described in [27] . In this approximation we assume data are binned into multiple sinograms so that in the limit as the frame duration goes to zero, the sinogram likelihood converges to that of the list-mode data.
In the closely related problem of direct estimation of Patlak parameters from sinogram PET data [12] , the log-likelihood function can be written as (10) where is the mean number of events over the sinogram, is the rate function as in (3), and is the number of detected events between the th detector pair. The partial derivatives of are (11) where we write and as decay corrected basis functions, i.e., and . Taking the expectation we obtain the single frame sinogram FIM (12) To find the FIM for single frame list-mode data we use the bin-mode approximation of the log-likelihood function (4) by assuming the data are binned into a large number of sinograms each of duration (13) where is the rate function as in (3) and is the number of time bins with and . Taking partial derivatives of leads to (14) Taking the expectation gives (15) Finally, in the limit as , we have (16) This result extends directly to the two frame case as (17) We have compared numerical values computed using the approximate finite sum over in (15) to those found using the more complex closed-form expression in [15] and found negligible differences for values of . We use the expression (17) to compute the CRLBs for the studies described in Section III-B.
C. Enforcing Count Independent Resolution in Patlak Images
It is well known that using a spatially invariant penalty function with a Poisson likelihood leads to a count-dependent image resolution [28] . This is because noise variance scales with mean number of counts, causing the smoothing effect of the penalty function to also be count dependent. This issue has previously been addressed using a spatially variant weighting function for static reconstruction [28] - [30] . Asma and Leahy [27] extended this approach to ensure count and temporally invariant resolution in reconstruction of dynamic images. Here we describe a modification of the approach in [31] to develop a spatially variant weighting function to ensure that resolution in the Patlak images is count independent.
As we describe below, resolution is a function of the FIM. We again use the bin-mode approximation of the list-mode likelihood from which we then derive an approximate expression for the local impulse response of the penalized maximum likelihood estimates of the Patlak images. This approximate expression is a function of the product of the Fisher information and the weights in (7) and we can therefore locally vary these weights to ensure count independent resolution.
The local impulse response (LIR) at voxel corresponds to the mean change in the reconstructed image in response to a perturbation of the true source distribution at that pixel. In the case of linear estimators this corresponds to the standard source-independent impulse response of the system. However, for nonlinear estimators the LIR is dependent on the underlying source distribution. As shown in [28] and further investigated in [29] , the LIR at voxel and the covariance matrix for penalized ML estimation of the form (6) can be approximated respectively as (18) (19) where is the estimated Patlak image, is the FIM, is the unit vector at voxel , and is the quadratic penalty function with a global (scalar) smoothing parameter.
Again following [31] , the bin-mode approximation of the FIM in (15) can be written in matrix form as (20) where denotes the Kronecker product, is a diagonal matrix with element equal to the reciprocal of the mean of the data at LOR in time bin , is the system matrix introduced in (3), and is a decay corrected temporal basis function matrix of dimension by 2 whose th element is given by . Note here the matrix representation assumes a finite number of time bins.
To compute the LIR based on (18) we need to find a tractable approximation to the inverse of the FIM. We begin with the approximation originally due to Fessler et al. [28] and used for dynamic reconstruction in [31] ( 21) where we use the identity . , are diagonal matrices with elements (22) (23) Note that in writing the integrals in (22) and (23) we are taking the limit as , in the bin mode likelihood, as we do in (16) . Similarly, in the limit, the matrix has the form
The approximation given by (21) is based on the observation that the Fisher information matrix is concentrated along its diagonal so that a reasonable approximation should at least match the diagonal elements. Substituting (22) and (23) in (21), it is straightforward to show that the diagonal values of (21) match those of (20) .
Denoting , where , we can plug the FIM representation (21) directly into (18) and (19) to obtain the expression for the LIR at each voxel (25) Noting that and using the property we can rewrite (25) as (26) And similarly the covariance is (27) While (26) and (27) can be used to investigate the properties of images reconstructed using the method described above, here we are specifically concerned with modifying the penalty function (7) so as to ensure approximately count invariant resolution.
The LIR is by construction a measure of local blurring around voxel . The factors in (22) and (23) tend to vary slowly in the vicinity of any voxel so that we can locally approximate . The matrix associated with combined forward and backprojection is approximately locally spatially shift invariant, and is dependent on the temporal bases only and therefore strictly spatially shift invariant. Consequently the matrix can be regarded as approximately spatially shift invariant. It follows that to achieve approximate count and shift invariance in the LIR it is sufficient for the term in (26) to be independent of the true source distribution and spatially shift invariant.
Suppose we select the weights in (7) such that we can write (28) where is a spatially invariant operator. Then we would have
which gives us the desired count and shift invariant LIR for the Patlak slope and intercept images. We would also like to achieve matched resolution between the Patlak slope and intercept. With reference to (29) it follows that this can be achieved with a circulant matrix . We can achieve this by scaling the basis function by (31) With this scaling the diagonal elements in (24) are equal so that the LIR will have the same height for both slope and intercept images. After reconstruction the intercept image is then multiplied by to find the correctly scaled values. It now remains to determine the weights such that has the desired invariant property. Before proceeding we note that with the spatial invariance in the LIR does still depend on , which is desirable as it gives us a single parameter with which to control the trade-off between noise and resolution. We note also that while this method should produce invariance to count rates, there will still be some variation in spatial resolution. The reason for this is that the intrinsic resolution of PET scanners, and therefore the matrix , is slowly spatially variant, with decreasing radial resolution in the transaxial plane as one moves away from the central axis of the scanner. Since we do not compensate for this in the above analysis, we will see a similar radial dependence in resolution as we move away from the center of the field of view. It is possible to also compensate for this effect, as described in [26] , but this causes noise variance to increase away from the center of the field of view, and in practice it is preferable to allow this small decrease in resolution rather than amplifying noise.
From the definition of the penalty function in (7) . For a regular (shift invariant) neighborhood system this will result in the matrix having the shift invariant behavior we are attempting to impose.
To conclude, the appropriate weights to use in the penalty function to assure approximate count independent resolution in the reconstructed images are where (36) On modifying the bin-mode FIM in (15) to include the two separate acquisition frames: and ), it is straightforward to show that has the following form:
Similarly the correct scaling of to match resolution between the slope and intercept images for two frame data is (38) III. RESULTS
A. Cramer Rao Analysis
To explore the potential performance of dual time-point Patlak imaging we use the FIM expressions derived above to compute CR bounds on the estimated Patlak parameters. The CR bound provides a lower bound on the variance of any unbiased estimator of a parameter. In practice these bounds are frequently tight and reflect the achievable variance of maximum likelihood estimators. In the following we first compare CR bounds with estimator variances computed using Monte Carlo simulation to show that the bounds are tight. We then use these results as the basis for a comparison of lesion detection performance based on dual time-point imaging using our Patlak approach in comparison to fractional SUV. Since the difference between fractional SUV and Patlak analysis lies largely in the handling of the dynamic rather than the spatial information, we can obtain insight into the problem through consideration of a simplified problem corresponding to a single image voxel from which we directly observe Poisson counts generated according to the dynamic TAC associated with a particular model.
We used a two compartment model with irreversible trapping in the second compartment, . The studies reported in the following subsections used the range of kinetic parameters listed in Table I for tumor and background, which were found in the literature on Patlak modeling [32] - [39] .
We used the FIM expressions from Section II-B to compute Cramer-Rao bounds for the kinetic parameters and compared these to maximum likelihood (ML) parameters estimated from data simulated for each model. In this single voxel/detector model no smoothing penalty is required and parameters were [39] estimated by maximizing the likelihood function (5) . The data were simulated by generating arrival times for photons corresponding to a time inhomogeneous Poisson process defined by the TAC for each parameter set for a realistic input function. We included scatter proportional to the true rate and randoms proportion to the square of the true rate, each scaled to contribute at 30% of the mean true counts when averaged over the entire TAC. In practice, randoms and scatter are spatially smooth relative to the trues, as we simulate in Section III-C. In that case, the scatter and randoms TACs will have a different shape than those of the trues. However, for this 1-D example we make the simplifying assumption that the randoms and scatter dynamics follow trues as described above. To compute the bounds, the mean random and scatter rates were assumed known. We then retained those arrival times corresponding to the two frames: 40-45 min and 80-85 min. Different count levels were achieved by scaling the input function. We performed 100 000 Monte Carlo trials for each parameter set and computed the mean and standard deviation (s.d.) for these trials for the Patlak slope parameter. Table II compares the CR bound and standard deviation of Patlak slope for the tumor kinetic parameters in the first row of Table I . The true value of Patlak slope for these parameters is 0.0262/min. For all count levels the relative error in the mean from the ML estimator is less than 0.5%. Therefore we can regard the estimator as effectively unbiased. This is consistent with the asymptotically unbiased property of the maximum likelihood estimator. The CR bounds are within 2% of the corresponding Monte Carlo values. Consequently it is reasonable to use the CR bound as a closed form estimate of the standard deviation of ML estimated parameters as we do in the following subsection. In the following we also use the fact that the ML estimators approximately follow a Gaussian distribution. This property is illustrated in Fig. 1 which shows the sample distribution of the Patlak slope parameters for one parameter set for 1000 Monte Carlo trials overlaid with a Gaussian with matched mean and variance. We also used Cramer-Rao analysis to compare Patlak estimation from two frame list-mode versus two frames of binned sinogram data. Again, we used the single voxel model with Cramer-Rao values computed using the FIM based on the binmode approximation (15) for list-mode data, and the two-frame extension of (12) for the sinogram data. Fig. 2 shows standard deviations for the two estimators as a function of frame duration. The starting time for the two frames was fixed at 40 and 80 min using parameters from the first row in Table I . As one might expect, the methods are matched for shorter frame duration, but the list-mode method improves relative to sinogram data as duration increases.
B. ROC Analysis: Dual Time-Point Patlak Versus Fractional SUV
Using the results of the preceding analysis we next performed a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) study to determine the relative performance of dual time-point Patlak and fractional SUV in differentiating tumor from background. We again used the single voxel/detector model described above.
To compute ROC curves we find the distribution of the Patlak slope parameter estimates for tumor and background. The ROC curve is then formed by plotting the rate of true positive versus false positive tumor detection as a function of the threshold applied to the Patlak parameter.
For comparison we also computed ROC curves for fractional SUV (39) where and are the ML estimates of activity in each of the two frames (note that the normalization factors used to compute SUV values from calibrated PET images cancel in the fractional SUV model so aren't considered here). With the dual time-point imaging protocol, many researchers have used %DSUV as a common approach while the absolute difference of SUV values is not generally used [40] , [18] , [19] since these values are sensitive to normalization. Similarly, in our experiments we restrict our attention to %DSUV in comparison with the Patlak method. For the single voxel/detector model the ML estimator for a static frame is equal to the number of counts observed over the frame. To determine the distribution of %DSUV we used the Monte Carlo simulation method outlined above with 10 000 repetitions and computed the sample distribution.
Examples of the distributions with kinetic parameter set 1 from Table I are shown in Fig. 3 with ROC areas 0.7565 and 0.5166 for Patlak and %DSUV, respectively.
We repeated the same procedure for a range of different count rates, frame durations and acquisition start times, in each case computing the area under the ROC curve for the Patlak slope and %DSUV measures. In each case, randoms and scatters were added to the data. Area under the ROC curves was computed using the CR analysis described above for both list-mode and sinogram based Patlak estimation. These are shown relative to %DSUV analysis in Fig. 4 . Fig. 4 upper left shows ROC areas for five different count levels for parameters equal to the first row of Table I with two 5 min frames starting at 40 and 80 min, respectively. Fig. 4 upper right shows ROC areas for the lowest count level in Table II with acquisition again beginning at 40 and 80 min. In this case we kept the total acquisition to 10 min but varied the relative duration of the first and second frames. Fig. 4 lower left keeps the same count rate and total duration and 40 min inter-frame interval, but varies the starting point for the first frame. Fig. 4 lower right shows the ROC areas for Patlak Table I . We compare area under ROC curves (AUC) for Patlak slope (sinogram and list-mode based estimation) and %DSUV as a function of (a) count rate, (b) duration of first frame, and (c) first frame start time. Panel (d) shows the area under the ROC curves averaged over simulations for different parameter sets listed in Table I. and %DSUV for all kinetic parameter sets except the first row in Table I for two 10 min frames beginning at 40 and 80 min and a count rate approximately equal to the lowest value reported in Table II .
From Fig. 4 we see that list-mode based estimation slightly outperforms the sinogram based method in terms of the AUC, although the differences are small. These results indicate there is little difference in performance between list-mode and sinogram based estimation for the range of parameters tested here. However, the fact that the list-mode approach always performs as well or better than sinogram based estimation supports its use in subsequent studies.
We also observe consistently better performance in distinguishing tumor and background with Patlak compared to %DSUV even though both methods use the same data. Since %DSUV has already shown advantages over SUV in cancer staging as we have reviewed in the introduction, these results are promising indications of practical utility for our dual time-point strategy in whole body cancer imaging. These simulations also may provide guidance for optimizing scan parameters for two frame imaging. By extending these simulations to a wider range of parameters we can optimize start times for the two frames and their relative duration give a fixed total scan time so as to maximize area under the ROC curve.
C. Simulated Imaging Studies
For these studies we simulated a small scale 3-D PET system (diameter: 148.4 mm, detector size: 2.423 mm 2.423 mm; number of rings: 4) with a total of 13 2-D sinograms each with 84 angles of view by 96 radial LORs. A uniform cylinder phantom of diameter 31.4 mm is centered in the scanner and contains five cylinders ("tumors") of diameter 1.0, 1.8, 2.6, 3.4, and 4.2 mm, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . We simulated time activity curves for tumors and background using the first set of kinetic parameters in Table I . The blood input function, tumor Table I. and background TACs are shown in Fig. 6 . As in the Cramer Rao analysis, we added scatters and randoms to the data. Both processes were assumed to be separable, with the temporal variation in scatter and randoms proportional respectively to the instantaneous true and squared-true activity integrated over all LORs. Total activity contributed by the scatters and randoms were both set at 30% of the total true activity. The mean number of total counts for the following studies over the entire scanning time was 17 M. The TACs for each sinogram element are computed by forward projection through a system matrix generated for the scanner using the model described in [26] . Each of these TACs represents the time-inhomogeneous Poisson processes that determine emission rates for each LOR. List-mode data are then generated by sampling from these TACs. In the results presented here, we window the data to retain only those events corresponding to two five minute frames starting at 40 and 80 min. We generated a total of 100 trials for our Monte Carlo simulations.
We used the modified 4-D incremental gradient (4DIG) algorithm [13] to reconstruct the Patlak slope and intercept images as described in Section II. The mean of the Patlak slope images over the 100 trials is shown in Fig. 5(b) . We also computed static penalized ML reconstructions of each frame using the method described in [26] with spatially variant smoothing to ensure count independent resolution as described in [30] . To ensure a fair comparison we matched resolution of the static and Patlak images as described below in Section III-E. Fig. 5(a) for list-mode Patlak and %DSUV. %DSUV values were computed by applying (39) to activity in each frame after averaging over the ROI. Assuming Gaussian distributions for the ROI means in each case, we computed areas under the ROC curve for detection of each of the "tumors" relative to a size-matched background ROI. These results are shown in Fig. 9 . In this figure, we include ROC results for Monte Carlo simulations for parameters corresponding to the first three rows in Table I and include results for 10 min as well as 5 min frames.
We see that as the size of the ROI increases, s.d. in %DSUV drops in Fig. 7 leading to improved ROC values in Fig. 9 . In the Patlak case, the performance also improves as ROI size increases, but overall the s.d.'s are far lower than in the %DSUV images so that ROC results are considerably better for the smaller ROIs. These results are consistent with our earlier single voxel/detector study and again indicate potential benefits of using Patlak over %DSUV for detection, especially for smaller tumors. Table I for Patlak and %DSUV based tumor detection. See text for details. 
D. Enforcing Count-Invariant Resolution
To investigate the effectiveness of our technique to ensure count-invariant resolution we simulated a cool cylindrical background with one hot and one warm smaller cylinder insert, each with a point source at their center. The entire phantom has the same dynamic activity curve at each voxel but with the relative scale point source: hot cylinder : warm cylinder : background of 50 : 10 : 1 : 0.4. The phantom and a profile through the two point sources are shown in Fig. 10 .
We simulated data for this phantom using the same method as described in Section III-C. Randoms and scatters were added to the true events as described above. The data for the entire acquisition time was 23M counts. We then reconstructed images of Patlak slope and intercept using the count-invariant spatial weighting of the smoothing penalty defined in (37) and, for comparison, a spatial weighting equal to the inverse of the Euclidean distance between each pair of pixels. The reconstructed Patlak slope image and a profile for one noisy reconstruction using these two different penalties are shown in Fig. 11 . The figure shows that the reconstructed height of the two point sources is quite different using the spatially invariant weighting but approximately equal when using the count-dependent spatially variant weighting.
To explore this performance quantitatively we computed the peak value of the local impulse response at the location of the point source in the hot and warm cylinders as a measure of contrast recovery coefficient (CRC). These values are tabulated for Patlak slope and intercept in Table III for three different values of the global smoothing parameter when using a uniform spatial weight for the penalty term. These results clearly show that the hot and warm cylinders have differing CRCs for each value of . Furthermore, the slope and intercept also have distinct CRCs. In contrast, for the same data using a shift-variant weighting we obtain CRCs that are approximately equal in the hot and warm cylinders for both the slope and intercept images for each value of as shown in Table IV . Furthermore, we see that after modifying the count rate for this study from low to high, we again obtain CRCs that are invariant for fixed and approximately equal for both the high and low count rates.
E. Matching Resolution in Patlak and %DSUV Images
To make the comparisons in Section III-C meaningful it is important that the resolution of the Patlak and static images from which we computed %DSUV values are matched. The penalized ML static images were reconstructed using the spatially variant smoothing method described in [30] . This ensures that resolution is matched in the two frames in each dual frame study and further that it can be controlled using a single parameter which plays the same role as the parameter in the Patlak image smoothing function in (6) and (21). We computed a calibration curve of versus full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) resolution as shown in Fig. 12 . The curve is based on the approximation that the mean of the reconstructed image equals the reconstruction of the mean of the data [28] . We therefore reconstruct noiseless data for a point source at the center of the field of view and then compute the FWHM resolution for multiple different values of the smoothing parameter to obtain the curve in Fig. 12 .
The resolution of the Patlak parametric image versus cannot be obtained from the mean of the data because we are using a list-mode likelihood function that depends on the individual arrival times. Rather than modify the algorithm to compute resolution based on bin-mode likelihood we used a Monte Carlo method to empirically determine resolution. We computed the FWHM resolution for the mean image averaged over the 100 Monte Carlo trials described above for the point source at the center of the hot tumor for the phantom in Fig. 5 . The resolution was measured to be 2.05 mm. We then found the value that matched this resolution in the static images and use this for all of the studies reported in Section III-C. A more complete study would also investigate the relative performance of %DSUV and Patlak methods as a function resolution parameter , however the primary difference between the two methods is the manner in which the dynamic data is handled. Both use the same spatial model so we would expect relative performance to be somewhat robust to changes in resolution. Limited simulation studies we have performed but not included here appear to support this conjecture.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The ROC results in Section III-A show that for a single data/ single voxel Cramer-Rao study over a wide range of parameter values, Patlak slope estimates from dual time-point data consistently outperform fractional SUV measures computed from the same data. The advantage of the Cramer-Rao approach is that we can rapidly evaluate performance for many different acquisition parameters. Consequently in addition to comparisons to fraction SUV, we can also use this approach to optimize acquisition in terms of start and end times for the two frames when designing whole body protocols.
Our analysis of resolution in Section II-C provides the theoretical basis for modifying the cost function to ensure that reconstructed Patlak images have a resolution that does not depend on activity or count rate and furthermore that the resolution of the slope and intercept parameters are matched. This is important for the purposes of qualitative and quantitative interpretation of the Patlak values. For example, matched resolutions allow meaningful comparisons of Patlak slope values, which are inevitably affected by partial volume effects for small lesions, across subjects and over time for a single subject. Removing dependence on activity will make these values more reliable biomarkers that can potentially be used for staging and assessing response to therapy.
The simulated imaging studies in Section III-C make use of the count-independent resolution method to compare performance of Patlak and fractional SUV methods at matched resolutions. Through Monte Carlo simulation over a range of lesion sizes, we see in Figs. 7 and 9 that, as with the Cramer Rao analysis, Patlak slope parameters are more accurate in differentiating tumor and background than is fraction SUV. This is particularly the case for the smaller lesions where the much smaller relative variance of Patlak measures lead to better differentiation of tumor and background.
In summary, the results presented in Section III support the conjecture that Patlak values estimated from dual time-point PET data can produce more meaningful indications of tracer dynamics than are extracted using the fractional SUV approach. Comparisons of list-mode and sinogram based Patlak image estimation show little difference for short (5 min) duration frames but with improvements in list-mode performance relative to sinograms as the duration increases. In practice there may be little difference in performance between the two approaches, but the list-mode approach always performs at least as well as the sinogram method.
Our reason for pursing the two time-point method, rather than the more standard method of acquiring a full dynamic scan, is that we plan to extend this approach to whole body studies where the patient must be stepped through the scanner to produce the whole body image. The method described in this paper is directly applicable to two time-point whole body data.
In principle, data acquisition for whole body Patlak imaging requires a simple modification of current whole body protocols in that the patient is simply stepped through the scanner twice rather than once. However, a number of practical issues arise in acquiring and processing this data. First there needs to be a delay of 40-60 min between frames. Assuming 5 min per bed position and five positions to cover the patient, the patient must remain in the scanner for 65-85 min. It is difficult to remain stationary for that long, so that coregistration between frames will be needed when processing practically acquired data. A second complication is that a blood input function is required. Arterial sampling is not practical for the envisioned application, but a population or model based approach can be applied for this purpose. Finally, the usual calibrations for attenuation, scatter, randoms, and system sensitivity need to be included when implementing this method for experimental whole body data. Methods for addressing these practical issues, and the resulting whole body reconstructions, will be described in a future publication.
